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Automatic characterization of iron ore by digital microscopy and image analysis
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an automatic system for mineralogical and textural characterization of iron ores based on digital microscopy and image analysis. It employs a motorized and computer-controlled reflected light microscope in a correlative approach that combines bright field and circular polarization modes. Mosaic images covering large areas of polished sections are acquired to image thousands of particles. Different classifiers discriminate compact and non-compact hematite, polycrystalline and monocrystalline particles, and identify particles as granular, lamellar, and lobular. The entire process is automatic and produces a full pdf report containing typical images and the quantification of mineral and textural phases.

© 2018 Brazilian Metallurgical, Materials and Mining Association. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Microstructural characterization has been increasingly recognized as an important tool since it provides mineralogical and textural information that can improve iron ore beneficiation operations and subsequent steelmaking processes. Therefore, the industry is moving from the qualitative evaluation on the optical microscope toward quantitative and automatic methods based on digital microscopy and image analysis. In the last decade, several such methods were developed [1–10].
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Automatic image analysis systems can easily recognize the most common iron-bearing minerals (hematite, magnetite and goethite) by their characteristic colors on suitable images acquired on a reflected light microscope (RLM) in bright field (BF) mode. On the other hand, the use of crossed polarizers in the RLM makes the crystals of hematite present different brightness and colors according to their crystalline orientation, revealing the hematite textures. Pirard et al. [2] and Iglesias et al. [6] proposed methods that use crossed linear polarizers in multiple angles and BF images to analyze hematite crystals. Gomes et al. [7] developed a method to identify and classify individual hematite crystals according to Vale’s textural typology of hematite using BF and circularly polarized light (CPOL) modes. This latter method presented good results, but it is limited to the three compact classes (granular, lamellar and lobular), it cannot identify or classify the non-compact microcrystalline and martite classes.

The present paper describes the current state of complete system for iron ore characterization developed in a collaboration between PUC-Rio and Vale. The system is fully automatic comprising image acquisition in both BF and CPOL modes, identification and quantification of mineral and textural phases, recognition and quantification of polycrystalline and monocristalline particles.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Samples of iron ore fines (pellet feed), provided by Vale, were embedded in epoxy resin to form blocks with 30 mm of diameter. The blocks were ground using diamond impregnated metal discs with 70 μm sized diamond particles, followed by particle sizes 40, 15 and 6 μm. This grinding was carried out with water for 2 min for the first three particle sizes and 4 min for the last one. After grinding, the blocks underwent an ultrasonic bath to remove any possible residues, to prevent scratching during polishing. The polishing procedure used cloths with diamond suspensions of 3 and 1 μm for approximately 1 h each, generating highly polished sections.

2.2. Image acquisition and mosaicing

The system is assembled with a motorized and computer-controlled reflected light microscope Zeiss Axiomager M2.m with a digital camera Zeiss AxioCam MRc5 (up to 2584 × 1936 pixels of resolution). A routine implemented in the AxioVision 4.9.1 software controls the microscope and performs automatic image acquisition and mosaicding. The operator just needs to set the polished section in the microscope stage, set the mosaic size, and adjust acquisition conditions (illumination, filters, camera parameters, etc.) with previously values defined. Thus, several images, in both BF and CPOL modes, are acquired to compose mosaic images covering representative areas of the sample.

In CPOL mode, instead of acquiring conventional full field images, the current version of the system acquires centered subframes with 200 × 200 pixels. This procedure takes advantage of the more homogenous illumination in the center of field, avoiding the background correction step that worsens the contrast between hematite crystals and consequently impairs their segmentation [8]. The use of subframe acquisition increases the acquisition time, but this problem is minimized with routine automation.

In the present case study, all images were obtained with the 20× objective lens (EC Epiplan 20X/0.40) in 24 bits RGB color quantization with a spatial resolution of 0.53 μm/pixel. The BF and CPOL mosaics were respectively composed by 6 × 3 full frame images (1292 × 968 pixels) and 49 × 25 subframes images (200 × 200 pixels).

2.3. Image processing and analysis

All the image processing and analysis steps were performed in Fiji/ImageJ [11] and Octave [12] open source environments. A routine implemented in Scheme programming language [13] integrates them and provides a multicore parallel processing to speed up the analysis. The image processing and analysis steps are described in the following section together with results.

3. Results

BF and CPOL mosaic images present a small displacement between them. It occurs due to subframe acquisition procedure that produces a mosaic with different size and because polarizers are mounted slightly oblique to the optical axis to avoid spurious reflections in the microscope. Thus, before any further processing, each pair of mosaic images was registered using the Fiji plugin Linear Stack Alignment with SIFT [14].

Fig. 1 presents the image analysis flowchart. The identification and segmentation of iron-bearing phases (hematite, magnetite and goethite) were carried out by intensity thresholding of the BF mosaic image with pre-defined fixed thresholds. In practice, it automates the segmentation of those phases because they present distinct gray levels that remain constant if the acquisition conditions are kept stable. This reproducibility is precisely one of the advantages of using automatic acquisition as opposed to the human operator.

Fig. 2 shows the input BF image (Fig. 2a) and some resulting images (Fig. 2b–h). It is worth mentioning that these images represent a small region of the mosaics, because their full size would prevent the finer structures from being observed in detail.

Hematite, magnetite and goethite segmented regions can be seen in Fig. 2b painted with false colors (hematite in cyan, magnetite in yellow and goethite in magenta). In this field the magnetite has a fraction of 1%, and is not visible. Magnetite and goethite go on directly to the ‘Measurement’ step while the hematite feeds the ‘Synthetic Method’. This step uses the segmented hematite image as a mask to remove any pixel outside the hematite phase in the CPOL image (Fig. 2c) and subsequently discriminates non-compact (Fig. 2d) and compact hematite (Fig. 2e) through supervised classification using textural features. It is used the quadratic classifier available in the Octave environment trained with a set of images previously classified by an expert from Vale and with overall success rate above 90%. The textural features employed
are based on the so-called Haralick parameters [15] that were originally proposed for distinguishing different kinds of terrain in remote sensing applications. They represent several statistics of the co-occurrence of pixel intensities. Differently from typical occurrence statistics, the co-occurrence statistics computes the probability of pairs of pixel values at different distances and orientations. In our system, the first neighbors in an 8-neighborhood are considered, and, since directional characteristics are not important for this classification, the average and the range of each of the eleven first Haralick parameters computed at all orientations are employed.

Non-compact hematite goes on then to ‘Measurement’, while compact hematite follows to the ‘Mono-Poly Separation’ step. As its name suggests, this step separates monocrystalline (Fig. 2f) and polycrystalline (Fig. 2g) hematite particles. It is carried out through supervised classification using textural and morphological features and the quadratic classifier of Octave with success rate above 90%. The textural features employed are the entropy and the coefficient of variation of intensities. The morphological feature is the ratio of perimeters measured after the application of the Canny edge detector [16] to the image of hematite and to the CPOL image masked by hematite (Fig. 2c). The hematite image denotes the particles, and the CPOL image displays the crystals. Monocrystalline particles present this perimeter ratio very close to 1, and it tends to be smaller the more crystals the particle has. Following, monocrystalline and polycrystalline hematite particles feed the ‘Analytical Method’ [7], which classifies them into granular, lamellar or lobular (Fig. 2h), and, then, they go to ‘Measurements’.

The quantification results are presented by three plots of area fraction: mineral phases plus martite (Fig. 3a); monocrystalline versus polycrystalline hematite particles (Fig. 3b); and the three types of compact hematite (Fig. 3c).

The mineral phases (hematite, magnetite and goethite) are measured from the image resulting from the ‘Phase Identification’ step (Fig. 2b). However, martite cannot be identified at this step since it can be composed by hematite and magnetite. Thus, martite is measured from the image resulting from the ‘Synthetic Method’. It is worth noting that in the case of this sample, it is not necessary to discriminate martite and microcrystalline hematite from non-compact hematite, since it does not contain microcrystalline hematite. Thus, all non-compact hematite can be counted as martite (Fig. 2d). If martite and microcrystalline hematite were present, the output of the ‘Synthetic Method’ would be a false color image discriminating them.

The system integrates the creation of an automatic pdf report containing typical images and the quantification results, programmed in the LaTeX language [17].
4. Conclusion

The development of the system and its gradual implementation over the years in Vale’s laboratories indicate the viability of fully automating procedures for iron ore characterization based on reflected light microscopy. The combination of motorized optical microscopy with integrated image acquisition in different contrast modes (BF and CPOL), and automatic segmentation and classification routines built an analytical solution for iron ore fines that is operator independent, reducing time consumption and improving the reproducibility of results. The classification algorithms should evolve with the continued use of the system, increasing their success rates, which is already competitive with the human recognition capacity. Modern artificial intelligence techniques such as deep learning neural networks may, in the future, improve the classification steps. Ultimately, the daily use of the system by Vale teams will allow its validation and refinement, and the application of the same concepts to other ore characterization issues.
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